
Mosaic Tiles



Grand Tiles is the luxury tile company and is a leading supplier of mosaic 
tiles, the finest Italian tiles along with a varied range of bathroom, kitchen 

and interior design products.

We pride ourselves on our people, commitment to quality and customer 
satisfaction.

Our team have a combined 30 years’ experience working within the 
industry, and there is a common culture for service and excellence. 

Our experienced design team have travelled the world to source products 
to enhance our collections and your homes. The great relationships we 
have built with our suppliers around the globe means that we can bring 

you the very latest premium products at the most competitive prices.

Grand Tiles started supplying beautiful interior design products in 2005, 
the luxury tile company came from our love and enthusiasm for helping 

create beautifully designed homes and continues to grow from strength to 
strength. 

If you have any questions please contact our knowledgeable team who 
are always happy to help.

www.grandtiles.co.uk



White Hexagonal Ceramic Mosaic Tiles (MT0089)

MT0089 MT0090



MT0042 MT0129 MT0131

MT0087 MT0046 MT0044

MT0141 MT0105 MT0137



MT0018 MT0022 MT0065

MT0001 MT0153 MT0155

MT0109 MT0107 MT0081



Blue Patterned Glass Mosaic Tiles 
MT0179



Mosaic is an art form that is at least 4000 years old, the earliest known 
examples of mosaics made of different materials were found at a temple 

building in Western Asia and are dated to the second half of 3rd 
millennium BC. They consist of pieces of coloured stones, shells and ivory. 

Traditional mosaics are made of cut small cubes of roughly square pieces 
of stone or handmade glass enamel of different colours, known as 

tesserae. Some of the earliest mosaics were made of natural pebbles, 
originally used to reinforce floors.

Mosaic developed even further with the Greeks, who took the stones and 
pebbles and turned them into even more intricate designs, but mosaics 

really reached their ancient glory with the Romans, in Africa and Syria, the 
wealthiest Roman provinces. Beautiful floors have been found in 

Herculaneum and Pompeii.
The mosaics in the Roman Empire featured domestic scenes, geometric 

designs and depictions of the gods in their pantheon.

Our mosaic tiles are a modern example of a classic style.

Modern Mosaic tiles have the power to transform a plain surface into an 
artistic masterpiece popping with boldness and style. ... Glass mosaic 

tiles have several advantages; they have high visual appeal: Glass mosaic 
tiles tend to have a shiny luminous style that creates a bright and spacious 

look in a room
Suitable for bathroom and kitchen walls and ideal for making splashbacks, 

borders and feature walls, swimming pools and so much more.

www.grandtiles.co.uk

A Brief History of Mosaics



MT0022

MT0089

IT0001

IT0006

GET INSPIRED ON INSTAGRAM
@grandtiles.co.uk



White Gloss Bevelled Subway Tile



White Gloss Bevelled Subway Tile



MT00189 MT0054 MT0055

MT0056 MT0110 MT0111

MT0112 MT0114 MT0115

MT0116MT0115 MT0117

Glass Large Subway Tile
The name Subway Tiles comes from the tiles used in underground train stations. 

This smaller version is popular in kitchens and/or bathrooms, either as full walls, or as 
borders and strips, or mixed with other tiles.



Blue & White
Vitreous Glass

Mosaic Tiles 
MT0106



Aberdare Showroom (Wales)
Unit 42,

Aberaman Industrial Estate
Aberdare
CF44 6DA

www.grandtiles.co.uk

Reading Showroom (England)
Unit

1 Trade City
Sentinel End

Reading
RG2 0BF

contact@grandtaps.co.uk

sales@grandtiles.co.uk



www.grandtiles.co.uk


